Design your
IoT solutions.
WisBlock is a modular platform that
makes long-range communication,
low-power IoT prototyping easier
through a push-and-plug system of
modular hardware, backed by
ready-to-use software
examples and tutorials for
each of the available modules.

CLICK

A new way to develop and
produce IoT products faster
Push-and-plug hardware modules:
WisBlock’s modular approach solutions are built like
clicking blocks together to realize your ideas, which makes
it easy to implement low power wide area network (LPWAN)
into your IoT solution. Using industry-grade connectors
WisBlock is applicable for rapid prototyping, development
of solutions, final product and mass production.

Two major options to create custom firmware:
CODE

RUI3 API
RAKwireless Unified Interface (RUI) is introduced to give
you the capability to develop your own custom firmware on
the MCUs we support, going beyond the default AT
command firmware embedded on RAK products.

Open Source
Arduino framework and our Arduino BSP packages
provide a free and widely available programming
environment. Our open-source Board Support Packages
provide you with the comfort of the FreeRTOS operating
system when creating your custom firmware.

Extensive Application
CONNECT

Agriculture: Get real-time information on soil humidity and
temperature in farming fields to ensure the proper use of
watering systems.
Industry: Survey machines in remote locations! Identify
their operational and supply status, and turn their alarms
on in case of failure and supply shortage.
Logistics: Control fleet movement, reroute vehicles on the
road, and track the location and status of trucks, buses, or
delivery vans. Get immediate alerts on problems like
sudden breakdown, high traffic, etc.
...and more!

Clean prototype
From prototype to final
product, WisBlock’s
modular approach
allows you to develop
your IoT solution with
the same building
blocks.

Low-code
programming

Cater to markets

WisBlock supports
RUI3 to simplify the
IoT application
development cycle,
and helps you create a
very low-power
application, extending
the battery life.

The ever-growing line of
WisBlock modules
ensures that whatever
industry you are in, we
have the required
modulese.

What are the advantages
of using WisBlock?
Compact size

Extreme low-power capabilities

Solderless

Learn once, code once,
run everywhere

Compatible for both
prototyping and production
Screw holes for secure assembly
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WisBlock consists of WisBlock Base, WisBlock Core, WisBlock Wireless, WisBlock
Sensor, WisBlock Interface, WisBlock Display, WisBlock Extra, WisBlock Storage,
WisBlock Motor, WisBlock HMI and WisBlock Power.
In a small size of just 30x 60 mm WisBlock combines a MCU, LoRa© communication,
up to 4 on-board sensors and IO or communication extensions.
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